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Chapter: 2352
After seeing him drinking the poisoned wine with his own eyes, Situ Jing
finally breathed a sigh of relief!
A big rock in my heart fell!
Immediately he couldn’t help showing a triumphant smile, Lin Ziming
drank this glass of poisoned wine, so the situation is complete, Lin Ziming is
dead!
Humph, even if you are a master of the god-passing realm, even if you are
the chosen son of this era, what if you are so powerful? Isn’t it the same to
die in the hands of my Situ Jing? After you die, your luck will naturally
condense on me!
At that time, Situ Jing will be able to replace you and become the chosen
son of this era, hahahaha…
Situ Jing was very happy now, and the whole person showed a sickly red
tide.
Chen Xuejuan on the side clapped her hands and said: “Since the
misunderstanding has been resolved, that’s great, Senior Lin, the dance will
begin soon, can I invite you to dance with one?”
She looked at Lin Ziming with an expression of expectation.
Lin Ziming put down the wine glass, shook his head and said, “Forget it, I
can’t dance.”
Chen Xuejuan said: “I can teach you, with your physical coordination, you
will definitely be able to learn it soon!”
With that, she stretched out her hand to Lin Ziming and wanted to invite Lin
Ziming to dance.
After watching this scene, everyone present was very envious and
enthusiastic, especially those men, who had more or less affection for Chen
Xuejuan. Now they could see that Chen Xuejuan was obviously towards Lin
Zi. Ming is interesting, and I will naturally feel unhappy and sour.
Especially for Situ Jing, it was even more angry!
He has known Chen Xuejuan for so long, and he couldn’t even invite Chen
Xuejuan to dance, but now Chen Xuejuan still actively invites Lin Ziming in
front of so many people. Isn’t this slapped him in the face!
However, he calmed down quickly and calmed down his anger. Anyway,
Lin Ziming was already a dead person. Why should he care about a dead
person?
Lin Ziming saw that Chen Xuejuan was very enthusiastic and couldn’t
refuse, so he had no choice but to accept the invitation.
In fact, he can dance because he skips with Chu Fei and several women…
Speaking of it, he has really had a lot of luck in the past few years, but there
are very few people who can accompany him to the end.
Chen Xuejuan saw that Lin Ziming had agreed, her face showed a smile,
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and some shyness appeared. It is really an honor for her to be able to dance
with an indomitable hero like Lin Ziming!
Especially when her waist was hugged by Lin Ziming, that kind of
skin-to-skin sensation. When the two of them are so close, they can feel
each other’s body temperature. That feeling makes it even more so. She
blushed and her heart beat faster!
It is strange to say that it is not the first time that she has danced with a man.
She has never been gaffes like this before. Why is it that she dances with
Lin Ziming now? She even felt that her legs were a little numb, as if there
was an electric current.
Lin Ziming looked ugly on the surface, but when he got closer, he realized
that the smell on Lin Ziming’s body was very good, especially fresh, and
full of vitality, especially the smell of male hormones on Lin Ziming’s body,
which was very strong. After Chen Xuejuan smelled it, she would feel her
heartbeat speed up, and her body had some shy reactions, as if she was
drunk!
Lin Ziming sensed her strangeness, and asked, “Miss Chen, is your body
uncomfortable?”
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